EventControl
Multi Application & Equipment
Automation

EventControl seamlessly integrates
hardware and software to automate a
number of actions for an event and
comply with pre-configured rules.
Configuration window

EASY CONFIGURATION
The EventControl application is easily pre-configured using the utilities provided. The configuration can be
set to follow legislative requirements, such as Regulation 109, force policies, or simply to make the system
more intuitive to the user. Modes of use can be set up easily to allow some users access to applications
that are hidden to others. This is an especially useful feature in the case of twin crew and single crewed
vehicles for safety reasons. Additionally, certain applications can be set to run at appropriate times and a
higher priority placed on some applications during startup to optimise processing power.

MULTIPLE TRIGGERS
Actions can either be triggered by an event that has been selected by the operator through the
touchscreen, or by the many peripheral inputs of the Attobus M-PC systems, including third party auxiliary
electronics. Audio messages and sounds can be set so that when an event is triggered, the user is
provided with a useful audible reminder. The system’s powerful functionality allows up to 16 actions to be
specified for each event.

REGULATION 109 COMPLIANCE MADE SIMPLE
Regulation 109 compliance, where video images are not to be displayed to the driver in a moving vehicle,
can be handled by EventControl. The range of responses can be configured from the simplest blanking of
the whole screen through to making combinations of applications inaccessible to the operator whilst
driving, but leaving others accessible.

iDVR INTEGRATION
Within the Attobus iDVR (Integrated Video Recorder) application, the screen can be configured to blank
the camera's video when the vehicle is in motion whilst preserving full video recording. EventControl can
also display up to six messages on the video input during recordings that relate to a particular event, such
as vehicle registration number, user sign-on details and custom messages.

EXAMPLE EVENTCONTROL
CONFIGURATION
On selecting the ‘999 MODE’ button on the
touchscreen, EventControl can automatically
launch the following actions, leaving the driver
free to drive safely to the scene. The actual
functionality is supported by installed hardware
and software.

Automated Action

Event

Activate Matrix Sign
999 Mode
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Start Digital Video Recorder
Set Lightbar to 999 Mode
and activate sirens

